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 Long ago, in a place and time far separate from our own, was a little boy.1 This 

boy was smart and bored, a dangerous combination. Because he was alone, he was faced 

with the impossibility of mischief.2 He sat in the darkness of the world that had not 

been created; he could not tell how long he sat for time had not existed.3 There was 

nothing other than the little boy, because this was before the beginning.

	
 The boy desired something to play tricks on, so he considered creating a little 

girl. But, because little boys know nothing of little girls, he failed again and again.4 

Nothing would pop out into existence within the nothing that was all around him. His 

boredom lasted for an unmeasurable amount of time, mostly because time, being 

nonexistent, was unmeasureable.

	
 He began to go mad. He thought that he was playing a trick upon himself 

subconsciously by not allowing himself to make anything. But, he knew that he was 

not that clever, which made him wonder if he was. As he was wondering, a dodo bird 

flapped out from inside his chest. It glided down to whatever was the ground, or 

I

1 This is problematic. Being a creation story, it should not start with any sense of time or space. Though, I 
have chosen to begin in this manner to stay true to the original text. Also, the adjective “little” does little 
good here because, since nothing has been created prior to this boy, he is the only size that exists.

2 Mischief was still possible, but, since the boy was a smart boy, he knew not to be mischievous towards 
himself. He found that to be even more boring.

3 I apologize for being redundant. Also, I am unconfident in the myth’s claim of there being darkness. Is 
the lack of light something that was created? Maybe there was light or a lack of light or a lack of both light 
and darkness, whatever that may be. 

4 Nor do men know anything about (wo)men.



whatever was beneath their feet that held them up.5 This confused the boy but not for 

the reasons you would expect. He wondered where were the Goura victoria, Caloenas 

nicobarica, and Pezophaps solitaire?6

	
 As the little boy thought, the dodo bird waddled around him. It seemed to be 

searching for the right spot. It clawed at the nothing below it, squatted down, and 

shat.7 It was the first event of its kind in all existence, but it was not. For the dodo bird 

did not shit out shit but shat out dirt. That dirt shot up plants, and both, the dirt and 

the plants, grew and grew till that was all that could be seen.

	
 The boy’s jaw dropped in awe.8 He tried for so long to create something, 

anything. He grew jealous of the dodo. “How did you do that?” he asked as he invented 

speech.9

	
 The dodo smiled.

	
 The little boy pondered, his thoughts attempting to console his pride. He 

watched as the dodo spat above it and created the sky. He watched as everything else 

II

5 The unknown author inserts the idea of the ground even though no ground existed. The boy and the 
dodo could have been floating but floating did not exist either. This causes many problems because 
standing probably was not invented yet, or maybe it was. This is when you must, if you have not already, 
suspend disbelieve. But, some of you will not want to because you are quite literal in your interpretation of 
the world. According to Myers Briggs, you would be considered individuals who Sense the world. That 
means that you interpret the world, and what exists in it, through your five senses, or your six senses if 
you could see dead people. You see the world for what it is. What is tangible, exists. I am so sorry but, if 
you align with being someone who Senses the world, you would not thrive in pre-creation because of your 
lack of Intuitive capability of seeing the world for what it could be.

6 This part is quite curious because the ancient author should have had no knowledge of the evolutionary 
ancestors of the dodo bird and the theory of evolution. 

7 It still has not been discovered how you can shit on or in nothing. Though, because this is a creation 
myth, we must believe that it is possible and live our lives accordingly.

8 This is where clichés originated. Writers loved this one expression so much that they used it as often as 
possible. Now clichés are bad and I should not have transcribe it, but since I have the noble duty of 
staying as close as possible to the original manuscript, I included it. 

9 How did he think without speech? Think about it, but try not to use words when you do.



emerged from the bird and flourished across the land as it continued to shit, spit, and 

vomit out creation.10 It was a tropical paradise.

	
 “If this came from you and you came from me...” the little boy began, “then I 

created all of this. This world is mine.”

	
 The dodo cocked its head to the side.

	
 “You came from me.”

	
 The dodo was confused, “But dear boy, it seems to me that I shat you out. You 

are a product of my waste.”

	
 The little boy ran away, for he hated the dodo with all his being. And thus hatred 

was created. Out of this rage, he met with the the bonobos, dolphins, and pigs.11 He 

tried to convince them to kill the dodo, but they would not. They all argued it would 

upset the delicate balance of the food chain, the circle of life. There were no reasons to 

kill it, nor did they want to. They then began an orgy that produced all of the rest of the 

beasts and animals we know today.12

	
 The boy had no desire to join in but desired a creature for him to call his own, 

one that he could have sex with whenever he pleased and have dominion over. When 

darkness fell,13 the boy crept through paradise holding vines, that he invented into rope, 

and hallucinogenic berries, he invented into drugs.

III

10 The original author was a potty mouth.

11 These were the only three animals that existed besides the boy and the dodo. The dodo does not count 
because it is the creator of all. Us humans can not allow ourselves to be equal to animals, so the author 
establishes the boy as more than animal.

12 Note that sexual promiscuity came before monogamy.

13 Or the light became absent, or maybe just a dim light shown from the moon, or it was really just the sun 
reflecting off of the moon, or maybe the dodo said, “Let there be not light,” or maybe we will never know.



	
 He found the dodo asleep on the ground. It had no fear of any other animal, so it 

slept where it pleased.14 The little boy walked up to the dodo with the vines behind his 

back. He shook the bird awake. It was groggy for it was the seventh day and the omni 

present, infinite, and potent creature was tired.

	
 “I have invented something new,” the little boy said.

	
 The dodo was barely awake and grunted out of curiosity.

	
 “A midnight snack. These. Eat them. They’re delicious.”15

	
 For evil had never existed, the dodo bird trusted the boy, he shat out of his chest, 

and ate the berries.16 The bird’s mind swirled within its own head. The dodo bobbed 

about trying to lick whatever it could lick. The boy acted in haste.17 He tied the dodo 

bird up, dug a hole, and stuck the bird’s head in it. He buried the dodo’s head in the 

ground and tilted its ass towards the sky. “I will get my perfect mate!” the boy 

screamed.18

	
 Being disgusted by what he was about to do, the little boy looked at his hand. He 

decided that, being for his own greater good, it was worth it. He then shoved his hand 

IV

14 This is one of the key factors to the dodo bird becoming extinct, no natural predators made them 
unafraid and humans hunted the hell out of them because they were easy prey. Some think dodo birds 
were dumb, but they were not. Being distant descendants of the great Dodo Deity, nothing negative 
should be said of such birds. Plus, they are extinct, so it is awful to pick on something that cannot defend 
itself.

15 Unintentionally, because of being so tired from staying up late, the little boy’s lazy tongue invented the 
first contraction, and, intentionally, the first fib.

16 Since creators can have no evil within them, and somehow, they cannot create it, by some cosmic 
loophole, evil has slithered into our universe.

17 Another despicable cliché! Cliché! Cliché! Grab your pitchforks! We have found a cliché!

18 If you are tired of the footnotes, within your commentary, you can point out that they are jarring and 
break the flow of the text, and that they have become quite gimmicky.



deep into the cosmic butt hole of the dodo.19 He pulled out many things, thus bringing 

into life what should not have been created yet. He kept jamming his hand in and 

ripping creations out. Mounds and mounds of created things made mountains around 

him. Statistics, U-boats, Doctor Who, YOLOs, executive producers, Snooki’s memoir: 

Confessions of a Guidette, football fanatics, Tom Arnold, creationists, English degrees, 

and other useless things splattered out of the dodo’s anus.20

	
 The boy continued to pull things out of the dodo but nothing of any worth came 

out. He kept wishing a little girl would grace him with her objectifability. The useless 

things dissolved into the ground, becoming a potent fertilizer for the soil. This is why 

we use shit to cause our plants to grow today.21

	
 The dodo, being a being of supreme power, healed itself from the effects of the 

drug. It broke free from the binding vines and presented all of its glory to the little 

boy.22 The dodo’s voice echoed across everything, “I shat upon the nothingness, the void 

of life. My shit teemed with the very elements of existence, and, out of it, everything 

was created. I saw that they were good and so I said that they were.” Cosmic beams of 

galaxies, comets, stars, and nebulae spread through the heavens from its wings, and this 

is why we have space and all that it contains today.

	
 The little boy cowered in fear. He hated the dodo for revealing all of its strength, 

hated the animals for only producing other animals, and loathed the little girl for she 

V

19 The original black hole.

20 This section of the text has been translated from the original ancient language. It is fascinating that the 
author knew of these future inventions. Though unexplainable, faith will help us believe in the truth of this 
text. If not, die you pesky heathen. 

21 Not any shit will do though.

22 This could be interpreted as dirty, but I assure you it is not. This is the single most greatest display of 
power known to the universe. Respect it.



had never been created. “I lived before you! I created you! I’m your God and you will 

worship me!” the little boy temper tantrumed. 

	
 The dodo motioned for the boy to curl up under its wings. The little boy did not 

move, for he was full of anger. “My son, you are so concerned with simply yourself, that 

you can only interpret the world as being yours. A little girl had already been created 

before you, but you closed your eyes to her, because she would not do your bidding.”23 

	
 She has been there the whole time. She watched him thinking, wondering, 

plotting, and existing. She watched him as he ripped out new creations from the dodo. 

She was there the whole time.

	
 The boy chose to believe what he believed to be true. The dodo was erased from 

his mind, and he, as the new God, replaced the cosmic bird.24 On stone tablets, he 

changed the rules and forever created everything else to be inferior in his mind.25

	
  

	


VI

23 Seriously, I hate morals at the end of a story. Haven’t we grown past these? Do what you want. Stop 
reading into things!

24 Because of this hatred, the boy’s descendants eradicated the dodos from the world. It was a genocide 
of the gods.

25 The original author made no implication towards the great hero of faith, Moses. If you happened to 
make the connection, it is because of your Judeo-Christian cultural interpretation of the world. But hey, it’s 
not your fault; you came from dust and ribs.


